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LBA MEDIA
PER UN BASKET A 360 GRADI

WHAT IS LBA MEDIA?

INSIDE THE MEDIA HUB

LBA Media is a media hub created and developed to change
and expand the way the most important Italian Basketball
League is covered and narrated.
Through an extended study of other Leagues best practices,
this project aims to be a proposal for an innovative
department focused on making the most of Digital Media in
order to build up and enhance LBA/Legabasket reputation.
Across the involvement of players, coaches, influencers and
media professionals, a selection of Digital Media Formats
would be created to change the narrative and the way in
which LBA Serie A, and its events, is told and covered.

MAIN GOALS of LBA MEDIA
INCREASING, VALORISING AND
DEVELOPING THE BRAND

PUTTING PLAYERS AND
COACHES IN THE SPOTLIGHT

As it can be seen in the upcoming best
practices, a savvy and extended use of
digital media formats directly benefits
the perception and image of a brand,
sports or not sports-related.

Basketball "leading actors" are players
and coaches (current and former). They
must be on the main stage of any digital
media activity and they will be the core
of any LBA Media format.

EXPANDING THE ACTUAL
ITALIAN FANBASE, REACHING TO
NEW FANS

ESTABLISHING LBA AS A
LEADING BRAND AND LEAGUE IN
SPORTS DIGITAL MEDIA

Being reactive and open-minded to the
last trends in digital media, and creating
contents shaped on social media
characteristics could be fundamental to
further amplify LBA fanbase.

An innovative digital media proposal could
enhance, in the mid/long term, the image
of LBA as a leading sports league in the
digital media field.

BEST PRACTICES: SWOT ANALYSIS

NBA

EUROLEAGUE

S: Broadcasting&Social Media Management
W: 30 teams, treated as equals
O: Preseason and Regular Season matches
played abroad, International players.
T: NHL, MLS and MLB

S: Best European teams; focus on players
W: A communication not always in step
with the times
O: Potential to grow the brand
T: Football; teams financial issues

Lessons for LBA: be opened to broadcasting
options and a savvy Social Media Management;
evaluate the possibility of playing outside the
country.

Lessons for LBA: the focus on players is hugely
important, and gives Euroleague the potential to
grow its communication.

LIGA ACB

FIBA
S: Ability of fans to follow their national team year-round,
highlight basketball around the world and the surrounding
culture, content that plays on the wider culture surrounding
basketball – outside of competitions.
W: Many competitions to manage, un-even level, global scale
O: Enhancing the production of FIBA competitions across all
continents.
T: NBA and Euroleague (in Europe)

Lessons for LBA: key stats pulled out to help drive
editorial stories (FIBA), extended analysis (BCL) and
discussing LBA more widely (lifestyle themes and so
forth).

PREMIER LEAGUE

S: Presence of two big and historical team such
are Real Madrid and Barcellona, focus on player
W: Spanish communication instead of English.
Difficult to grow fanbase outside Spain.
O: Mix the soccer culture with the basketball
one with media events.
T: Spain soccer league (LIGA)

S: Great history, teams and football culture.
W: Highlighting just the successes of the best
teams of the league
O: Unlimited potential to grow the brand outside
UK;
T: Champions League, rugby and cricket (national)

Lessons for LBA: putting players and coaches in
foreground in media events instead of sponsors.

Lessons for LBA: having a social communication in
step with the times and exploiting latest trends

Note: a SWOT Analysis is composed of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

ORIGINAL FORMATS

PODCAST
"A TUTTA ITALIA"

MUSIC PLAYLIST
"HIP HOOP"

INTERVIEW 1-ON-1
"FUORICAMPO"

Based on examples from
others leagues, the main
format would be an original
league podcast, with
interview and analysis of the
last league round.

Following a global trend and
the idea of putting the
players in the spotlight, every
week LBA Media would
relaunch a music playlist
from a LBA player or coach.

In a unusual format, players
would interview themselves
around a particular "pop"
topic, not basketball related
(ex. music, tv series, travel...)

Release: every Tuesday (or
36h after each round)
Available on: all Podcasts
Platforms, and LBA website
Episode Length: ca. 20'
Hosted by: a former LBA
Player (ex. Euroleague with
Joe Arlauckas)

Available; every
Wednesday.
Where: on Spotify,
exclusively with a direct
partnership

Release: once a month, on
Friday, before the "game of
the month" (with 2 players
as protagonists
Available on: YouTube,
IGTV, Facebook, LBA site
Episode Length: ca. 12'
No Host, as only the two
players would appear on
screen

ORIGINAL FORMATS

BBALL ANALYSIS
"LAVAGNA"

SOCIAL TAKEOVER
"UNA GIORNATA CON..."

HISTORY ARCHIVES
"C'ERA UNA VOLTA"

A space for basketball geeks
and tactics passionate: a "free
agent" coach analysing the 5
most significative play of
each round on screen, with a
journalist as host.

Each week, LBA's Instagram
Profile will be taken over by a
LBA player or coach who will
show fans his typical day.
Each takeover would be
previously announced on SM.

To valorise LBA history, a
former player and a journalist
would discuss about an
episode back in time (a
match, a play, a season).

Release: every Thursday
Available on: Instagram
Stories + YouTube/IGTV (a
recap vlog days later)
How much: ca. 10 IG Stories
Hosted by: a LBA
player/coach, with the
support of his team SMM.

Release: once a month, on
Friday.
Where: YouTube, LBA
website.
Episode Length: ca. 20'
Hosted by: a journalist and
a former player.

Release: every Monday (or
24h after each round)
Available on: YouTube,
IGTV, Facebook, LBA site
Episode Length: ca. 10'
Hosted by: a journalist
with a basketball coach.
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ECONOMICS and MANAGEMENT of LBA MEDIA
The Media Hub would rely on the presence of three
internal figures, hired within LBA Media, to oversee
and manage the project. Those figures would be a
Project Coordinator, a Social Media Account and an
Editorial Account.
To specialise those figures, LBA could hire them
through a Communication Agency (in this case the
expense would increase by aprox 20%).

LBA Media
Coordinator

Contributors

Social
Account

Editorial
Account

Service costs
1.7%

An important economic role would be played by the
wages for LBA Media Contributors, and the
investments for Social Media Advertisement.
The total investment for a season would be between
€280.000 and €350.000, depending on the budget
for Social Media Advertisement; this investment could
be eased by a direct (ex. naming rights) or indirect (ex.
product placement) involvement of many sponsors.

Social ADV
17.2%
LBA Internal Resources (wages)
31%

LBA Contributors (wages)
50%

Proportion of the ideal investments in
Internal wages; Contributors wages; Social ADV; Service Costs

TIMETABLE

LBA MEDIA
If approved, the LBA Media project would primarily need a
6-8 weeks time to hire the internal employees and select
the contributors.
Once this enrollment is completed, the production phase
for some of the formats ("Fuoricampo" and "C'era una volta")
would start in the preseason, so as not to hinder any team's
season activity.
Before the start of the regular season, a meeting with all
teams Social Media Managers would be organised in LBA
offices, to update them on LBA Media activities and to seek
their cooperation especially for two formats ("Hip Hoop" and
"Una giornata con...") which would require their direct
involvement in the production phase.

Early September
Alignment with LBA teams
Social Media Managers

July-August
Hiring and enrollment of
employees and contributors

October to June
Production of the "season
formats", LBA Media season

Mid-September
Production of the "preseason
formats"

A typical LBA Media month is composed of 18 formats
16 weekly (4 episodes, on average, of "A tutta Italia"; "Hip
Hoop", "Lavagna" and "Una giornata con...")
2 monthly ("Fuoricampo" and "C'era una volta")

